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Language Taster Lesson Plan

Language: Arabic
Session time: 45 minutes
Topic:   Greeting, fruits and vegetables
Lesson objective: To learn how to greet someone, to introduce oneself in Arabic, to learn some fruits and vegetable names and express liking and disliking.
Objectives	Activity	Resources	Grouping	Skills	Time
Settling in	Have music on while students come in and settle down.	Arabic music	Whole class		2
Welcome	Welcome pupils and show Slide 1 of the PowerPoint; explain the aims and contents of the lesson.	Power point Slide 1	Whole class	Listening Speaking Reading	2
Greetings in Arabic 	Greet pupils in Arabic using Ahlan, ana...Practise the phrase with pupils and then ask them to introduce themselves to pupils around them or to the class.	Power point slide 2	Whole class	Listening 	3
Introducing Fruits, vegetables 	Introduce the fruit and the vegetables that will be used in the lesson, pupils repeat the names of the fruit shown on slide 4-5	Power point slide 4,5	Whole class	Listening Speaking 	5
Introducing demonstrative  pronouns (this is) “Hadihi”and “What is this?”	Introduce the administrative pronouns (this is) “Hadihi”, and the questioning tool (What) “Ma”, pupils repeat the words to practise them.Show some fruit and vegetables and ask pupils “What is this?”	Power point slide 6,7	Whole class & individual volunteers	Listening Speaking	4
Introducing the singular and the plural	Show Slide 5 and ask what the difference is between the two words.Can pupils work out the difference?Ask pupils to read the two different words.Then ask pupils if anyone can guess the plural word for the next fruit which will show on slide 7	PowerPoint slide 8,9,10,11	Whole class & individual volunteers		5
Task time	Teacher explains the rules of the game, pupils need to get into 5 groups, 4-6 students in each group. Pupils need to remember as many words as they can as a team. A slide will show pictures of some fruit and vegetable individually, the team who collects the most points by remembering the most fruit will win the game.	Handouts 	Whole classIndividual 	ListeningReadingSpeaking	8
Introduce liking and disliking 	Demonstrate how to say “I like” and “I don’t like”.Students repeat after teacher.	PowerPoint slide 12	Whole class Individual 	Listening Speaking	4
Putting language into practice	 A worksheet will be handed to write what they like and what they dislike, ask pupils who would like to come to the front of the class and express their likes and dislikes, the one who uses the most words will be rewarded.	White board 	Individual work	ReadingWriting	8
Plenary	What pupils have learnt? Ask students general questions.	White board 	Whole class	Listening Speaking	4
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